HOLY CHILD PRIMARY SCHOOL
TWILIGHT SPORTS 2016

FRIDAY 18TH MARCH, 2016

VENUE: GIBBS RESERVE
(OPPOSITE SCHOOL ON CORINELLA CRES.)
TIME: 5PM – 8PM

5PM – 7PM: STUDENTS COMPETE IN RUNNING SPRINT EVENTS.

7PM – 7:30PM: HOUSE COLOUR VS HOUSE COLOUR IN YEAR LEVEL NOVELTY EVENTS.

7:30 PM: PRESENTATIONS AND THANKYOU

WE EXTEND A WARM WELCOME TO THE HOLY CHILD COMMUNITY WITH AN EARLY YEAR SCHOOL CELEBRATION.

B.Y.O FOLDING CHAIRS AND PICNIC RUGS.

STUDENTS ARE TO COLLECT COMPETITOR I.D STICKER AT RED MARQUEE UPON ARRIVAL.